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Feasibility

Purpose
The aim of the feasibility is to give a much greater understanding of the site through thorough analysis and investigation of
the history and context of the site whilst also questioning the building’s usage and serviceability to ensure that nothing is
excluded that could be included.
Background
Bryant Priest Newman Architects, working in collaboration with artist David Patten, were commissioned in July 2007 to
design the new pavilion for Dartmouth Park in West Bromwich. This would replace the original refreshment rooms, which
were burnt down in the mid 1970’s, and is part of the wider rehabilitation of the park. The scheme has been supported by
the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) as it is seen to be vital to the ongoing regeneration of the area.
Brief
At this stage it is important to get an overview of all the elements that could affect the site and the new pavilion. This would
include investigating the :
Site History

- looking at how the park was initially laid out.
- analysing how the park evolved.

Current Context - referring back to the details of the conservation master plan
- analysing the current condition within the park
- investigating the best location for the pavilion
Building Brief

- access and servicing investigation
- analysing the feasibility of the brief and the accommodation layout
- suggesting site speciﬁc design / construction approaches
- pavilion and concept precedents
- initial cost and risk assessment

Output
This report will contain a description of the results and ﬁndings of the above investigation and will include all important
supporting information, images and drawings.
Background
Dartmouth Park is located in West Bromwich and is about one kilometre Northeast of the centre. West Bromwich was,
historically, one of the main centres of manufacture within the Black Country in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The Earl of Dartmouth, following a request by Alderman Reuben Farley, originally gave over the park to the people of West
Bromwich so that they would have somewhere to visit away fro the factories. The original park was 56 acres and was
opened in 1878 but was soon extended by 9.5 acres to include a boating pool. Over the next forty years new additions
were made within the existing boundary and included 104 new trees added for Victoria’s jubilee, new Bowling Green, tennis
courts and paddling pool and the town’s war memorial in 1923 (see Diagram 1).
By the 1970’s though the park had begun to seriously decline. The West Bromwich expressway had all but cut it off from
the town centre and very little money was being invested. The café closed and was burnt down and demolished as was the
former boathouse and bandstand. Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council (SMBC), after commissioning a conservation
management plan in 2004, won a Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) grant for six million pounds to rehabilitate the park. Further
to this Landscape Architectural Services won the commission to carry out the landscape design for the project and Bryant
Priest Newman were awarded the contract to design the new pavilion for the park.
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1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920

laying out of the park
authorised for a sum
not greater than £2,500.
seven competition entries
judged by exsuperius
weston turner who
eventually chose john
macclean of donnington
park

new bandstand constructed at a cost of £1,238 and
replaced existing bandstand alondgside the main drive.

paddling pool built at a cost of £1,000. sandwell hall
demolished.

farley fountain moved
from dartmouth square
in the centre of west
bromwich into the park

town’s war memorial, erected by public subscription of
£2,050 unveiled by the earl of dartmouth. prince of
wales formally granted the freehold by handing over the
deeds on 19th june

1919 OS MAP

lord dartmouth approached to secure the freehold of
the park

opening of bowling green and tennis courts.

104 trees planted for Queen Victoria’s jubilee.

1890 OS MAP (FIRST AVAILABLE RECORD)

refreshment rooms erected. carefully
positioned to allow clear views out to sandwell
hall and barr beacon beyond. boating and
bathing pools constructed (later became
bowling green).

reuben farley constructed a drinking fountain in memory
of his mother in dartmouth square in the centre of west
bromwich. fountain later moved to dartmouth park
before being moved again back into the pedestrianised
part of the high street in west bromwich.

development of the park cost in excess of
£12,623 and was opened on 3rd june by the
earl of dartmouth. an additional 9.5 acres is
made available for the excavation of a boating
lake and new entrance from dagger lane. lake
constructed for queen victoria’s golden jubilee.

reuben farley approaches
the earl of dartford for
the donation of some
land for the construction
of a park. two alternative
sites offered with coopers
hill being chosen due to
its proximity to the town
centre

original bandstand

tennis courts

minature golf course

1938 OS MAP

1904 OS MAP

bandstand and refreshment room

refreshment room

reform street entrance

Diagram 1: Dartmouth Park Chronology
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Image 1: 1890 OS Map laid over 1840 Map

Site History
Purpose
The following text is additional to the histories of Dartmouth Park already provided in the 2001 Statutory Historic Environment
Designation GD3379, and in the Conservation Management Plan prepared by LDA in 2005. This new text corrects some
factual errors, brings new information into play, and, usefully, provides a starting point for understanding and interpreting
the original design for Dartmouth Park in West Bromwich.
Scene Setting
“The park is naturally so ﬁne a situation, with such good views and beautifully undulating varieties of ground and has already
such great advantages from containing so many trees which give it at once a park-like character, that much less is needed
or even desirable, in the way of planting than would otherwise be the case, this is doubly advantageous when the cost of
planting is considered...” [Exsuperius Weston Turnor]
Exsuperius Weston Turnor, land agent from Brereton, Nr Rugeley [note 1], advised the 5th Earl of Dartmouth and the West
Bromwich Improvement Commissioners on both the location for the park and on the appointment by competition of John
Maclean, landscape gardener of Castle Donington [note 2], as the park’s designer.
Turnor’s assessment of the site’s “park-like” qualities is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, it indicates something of
the desired design aesthetic for the ﬁnished park. Good views, beautifully undulating ground, and many trees suggests
something within the English Landscape tradition [note 3], summarised by Frederick Law Olmsted [note 4] as broad,
sweeping lawns deﬁned by groves of trees, with some trees standing apart from the main group so that their noble
features might be observed; illusions of great distances created through the use of long vistas, middle-distance plantings;
undulations in ground form for interest, winding, peripheral paths and drives, which gave the illusion of great breadth.
Certainly, Maclean’s design for the Williamson Park in Lancaster, just prior to his starting work on Dartmouth Park, is very
much in line with Olmsted’s list of ingredients and this would have conﬁrmed him as the right man for the job to the Earl of
Dartmouth and the wider client group.
Secondly, Turnor’s statement suggests that little additional work was required to create a public park from the 22.7ha of the
Earl of Dartmouth’s estate set aside for the West Bromwich Improvement Commissioners in 1876 on a 99 year lease and at
a nominal rent of £1 per year. That the setting out costs for the park came in at just over ﬁve times the original budget of
£2,500 contradicts Turnor’s assessment of “much less is needed or even desirable” – indeed, this was obviously a case of
much more being needed or desired for reasons not yet fully understand.
Dartmouth Park Original Components
As the 1890 ﬁrst edition Ordnance Survey shows, the original park was set out to include a main entrance at the Mayer’s
Green road junction, a lodge (designed by local architect Elliott. J. Etwell), a wide avenue (at some time known as Jubilee
Avenue) leading to a fountain donated by the Earl of Dartmouth from his estate at Patshull. Beyond this, a north-south
driveway along the ridge line looping outwards to the eastern boundary, secondary footpaths, a woodland belt to the
northern, western and, in part, southern boundaries, woodland clumps at path intersections, and a circular lake (constructed
by local builder John Jeavons).
Although also shown on the 1890 OS, the Refreshment Rooms (designed by West Bromwich based architects Wood &
Kendrick) and the Bandstand (donated by Alderman Reuben Farley) were added sometime after Dartmouth Park opened
in 1878 but before 1887.
The 1840 Survey
The assumption that the layout of the public park was simply an enhancement of the site’s already existing “park-like
character” may be slightly misleading. About 1840, William Salter, a surveyor living on New Street, West Bromwich, made
a complete plan of the Earl of Dartmouth’s estates at West Bromwich and elsewhere [note 5].
For the site later set aside for Dartmouth Park, Salter shows a number of ﬁelds, areas of dense woodland blocks, a number
of individual trees sometimes associated with ﬁeld boundaries, a small pond, but no obvious footways, roads or tracks.
John Maclean’s original design for Dartmouth Park does, indeed, make use of some of these assets – the established
woodland belt and clumps are retained in part, as is a tree line along one original ﬁeld boundary, and Jeavons’ small lake is
situated on the site of an earlier pond and spring, but otherwise, everything else was designed in (see Image 1).
With the exception of the western boundary, which had to respect the line of Gregory Street running into Lloyd Street at

the Mayer’s Green junction, the other boundaries that enclose the 22.7ha area set aside for the public park do not follow
existing ﬁeld edges – indeed, they appear arbitrarily drawn through Salter’s plots 40, 53, 55 and 66.
Of course it could be argued that the landscape was changed during the 35 plus year period between the Salter plan and
Maclean’s design, but this is unlikely. As a consequence of West Bromwich’s industrial expansion, the 4th Earl of Dartmouth
had abandoned Sandwell Hall by the early 1850s and moved to his recently acquired estate at Patshull near Wolverhampton
where he died in 1853. It is unlikely that, through the 1840s, the Earl would have been investing in landscape improvements
to an area blighted by increasing levels of industrial pollution carried on the prevailing winds from the west.
Moving Through The Landscape
On the whole, it can be seen that Maclean’s design for Dartmouth Park is an enhancement of the existing landscape asset,
with additional planting as necessary to achieve an agreed English landscape experience, plus driveways and footpaths
necessary to allow the site to function as a public park.
This moving through (driving or walking) what appears to be a ‘natural’ landscape is at the core of the English landscape
aesthetic, and clearly guides Maclean’s design for Dartmouth Park (and earlier for Williamson Park in Lancaster). Dartmouth
Park is arranged as set piece framed scenes or views, revealed or hidden by visitor movement in real time and space.
Essentially, this is the vocabulary and syntax of landscape painting made real, and the artistry of ‘natural’ landscape design
lies in how scenes are framed and set up. It should be noted here that John Maclean always described himself as a
‘landscape gardener’, a term invented by Humphrey Repton to explain the skills required for successful landscape design
as “the united powers of the landscape painter and the practical gardener” [note 6].
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That having been said, though, Dartmouth Park is more than the expression of
the English landscape tradition - there is something else at play here.
Nothing But The View
“It led to nothing but a view at the end...[.] It was a sweet view – sweet to the
eye and the mind. English verdure, English culture, English comfort, seen under
a sun bright, without being oppressive.” [Jane Austen: ‘Emma’ 1816]
The Dartmouth Park Avenue, running almost exactly west to east, would have
delivered the visitor to a magniﬁcent view over the River Tame valley (see Image
2) – today this view is obscured by the dense tree canopy.
In ‘garden’ design, the use of a tree-lined avenue to emphasise vista (long,
narrow view) predates, and is not essentially part of, the English landscape
tradition. The avenue as strong axial line, usually aligned upon an important
feature in the distance (which doesn’t seem to be the case at Dartmouth Park),
was very much part of mainland Baroque garden design, particularly in Italy and
France.
As a design contrivance in European formal garden design, the Avenue sits
uncomfortably within the more informal (or ‘natural’) vocabulary of the English
landscape tradition, as expressed elsewhere at Dartmouth Park. It certainly
does not appear to be part of John Maclean’s design repertoire.
The Pythagorean ‘Y’ & The Choice of Hercules
“...theory gives fresh meaning to old places, connects the seemingly unrelated,
and grounds action.” [Anne Whiston Spirn: ‘‘The Language of Landscape’]
At Dartmouth Park the Avenue was designed to terminate at the fountain
donated by the Earl of Dartmouth, before forking north and south to lead the
visitor along the ridge line (see Image 3). This arrangement of a forked long,
narrow path is known in garden design as a Pythagorean ‘Y’ and, unlike the rest
of Dartmouth Park, is best read in plan form.
It should be kept in mind that, as a consequence of the West Bromwich
Improvement Act, the creation of Dartmouth Park was about both physical AND
moral improvement – “the weary toiler may delight and invigorate himself whilst
moralizing on the beauties of nature so profusely spread around him” [note
7]. Consequently, if understanding the design of the Park is only focused on
its physical attributes (its buildings, landscaping, footpaths, etc.), a possible
landscape metaphor may be overlooked.

Image 3: The Dartmouth Park Pythagorean ‘Y’
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In garden design (the original scheme for Villa d’Este at Tivoli, for example), the Pythagorean ‘Y’ is used to reference the
‘Choice of Hercules’. After pursuing the straight and uneventful path of youth and on the verge of manhood, Hercules
contemplates his future when two women appear to him. One, Vice, eager and seductive, shows him a path which seems
to offer easy progress to a life of indolent pleasure. The other, tall and beautiful and identiﬁed as Virtue, warns Hercules
that what is truly good can only be obtained through hard effort – and only then can Hercules gain supreme glory. It should
be noted that the “straight and narrow” Avenue at Dartmouth Park has increased in width over the years – it was originally
designed as a narrow 6.8 yards width and its subsequent widening possibly relates to the installation of the War Memorial
in the 1923.
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Image 4: The Fibonacci Sequence and the Avenue

Given the instrumental intentions behind the creation of the new Park, is it possible that a landscape metaphor taken
from Xenophon’s ‘Memorabilia or Memoirs of Socrates’ was being introduced into the design as moral guidance to the
Dartmouth Park visitor? This is more than likely.
In 1870, Frederick Law Olmsted [note 8] clearly linked the importance of the public park to mitigating “the special evils by
which men are afﬂicted in towns.”
In later versions of the story of the Choice of Hercules, vice is reinterpreted as ‘active’, and virtue as ‘reﬂection’. Even today,
we expect our public parks to give us opportunity to be active or to reﬂect.
They Knew Their Onions
“[the 2nd Earl] had a great fondness for the Axe, freely pruning the Sandwell Park trees. One day when he climbed one of
them, some persons having business with him, were passing and being strangers personally, and doubtful if they were on
the right track for the hall, seeing a plainly dressed woodman in the tree, as they supposed, shouted out “My man, can you
tell us if we are going right for the Hall”. The Earl (of Dartmouth) quietly, directed them, then descending the tree rapidly,
and by a short cut, reached the Hall before them to transact the business they came upon, doubtless to their surprise and
confusion.” [Handsworth Chronicle 5th April 1890]
The 17th century gardens at Villa d’Este, Tivoli were dedicated to Hercules, and the central axis was terminated by a
fountain at which point the visitor had to choose between paths leading left or right. Certainly the 5th Earl of Dartmouth
donated the fountain that completes the arrangement of the Avenue at Dartmouth Park, and this fountain was located
exactly where the path forks. Is this just coincidence, or is this indicative of an additional something beyond Turnor’s
original assessment of the site’s “park-like character” and his “less is needed or even desirable”?
The Earls of Dartmouth are closely associated with landscape design and horticulture [note 9]. Sandwell Park’s ‘cultivated
lawns’, praised in verse in 1767, were laid out by the 2nd Earl who had travelled with the landscape painter Richard Wilson
through Italy in the mid-1750s. Wilson, sometimes recognised as the founder of the British landscape school made 68
drawings and watercolours of the great gardens in and near Rome (including Tivoli) for the 2nd Earl’s collection.
When William Walter Legge, Viscount Lewisham MP acceded to the title the 5th Earl of Dartmouth in 1853, he began to
“alter” Capability Brown’s 1768 landscape at his new estate at Patshull by introducing terraces, formal gardens, fountains,
and new walks. In doing this, the 5th Earl of Dartmouth was replacing the ‘natural’ landscape design aesthetic appreciated
by his ancestors with J. C. Loudon’s ‘Principle of Recognition’ [note 10] – “Any creation, to be recognised as a work of art,
must be such as can never be mistaken for a work of nature”.
This shift towards the Gardenesque, in which the 5th Earl was advised by William Broderick Thomas, the landscape
gardener at Sandringham House, could be the reason why the ‘natural’ design of Dartmouth Park includes a formal avenue
characteristic of the Baroque.
The Avenue As Mathematical Conundrum
“...of all is number and the belief that certain numerical relationships manifest the harmonic structure of the universe.”
[Pythagorean Concept]
Baroque gardens of the 17th century make use of mathematics and science, particularly geometry, optics and perspective
– and numerical relationships determine the design of the Avenue at Dartmouth Park.
Entering the Park from the Mayer’s Green entrance, the visitor passes through a wide ‘extended threshold’ that leads to
the “straight and narrow” section of the Avenue. The Avenue was originally terminated by a fountain at the point where the
path forks north and south to give access along the ridge line and the views of the River Tame valley.
The width of the ‘extended threshold’ is 11 yards (or 2 poles), and this functions as the basic dimension by which the
proportions of the Avenue can be understood.

The width of the Avenue (the “straight and narrow” part of the Pythagorean ‘Y on the 1890 OS) is the golden ratio of this
basic dimension – i.e. 0.618 the width of the extended threshold (11 yards x 0.618 = 6.798 yards).
The overall distance of the axis from the Park gates to the north/south driveway along the ridge line is 220 yards or one
furlong in length – this is exactly the midpoint of the original area of the Park. The natural ridge line was originally some
distance short of this length, the natural topography dropping away just at the point where the Avenue begins to fork.
That the overall length of the axis was extended to achieve the 220 yards or one furlong length was probably not a chance
decision. The basic dimension of 11 yards run through the Fibonacci sequence of 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 is 220 yards or one
furlong (see Image 4).
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Concluding Comment
“The want of a public park at West Bromwich has long been felt and would indeed be a great boon to the hardy sons of toil
whose life it is to dwell here.” [Reuben Farley to the Earl of Dartmouth]
It is unlikely that today’s visitor to Dartmouth Park would recognise the Avenue as either a work of art or as a mathematical
conundrum (see Image 5). Or even as something of an enigma within the overall ‘natural’ ambience of the rest of the Park.
The appearance of a particular landscape changes over time, it matures and moves further and further away from the
intentions of its original designers. Dartmouth Park now appears more natural than originally intended, and this conceals
the social and cultural agendas of its authors and commissioners.
It is more than likely that the meaning and associative possibilities that may underpin the original design of Dartmouth Park
are today obscured by our mass media induced need for the immediately intelligible. And anyway, a park is just a park.
Isn’t it?
The idea of a public park today is still to do with social responsibility, citizenship and neighbourliness, and whilst the
paths of vice or virtue may now be down to personal choice, we still visit parks to be active or to reﬂect. We still need,
as Woollaston said, the opportunity “to delight and invigorate [ourselves] whilst moralizing on the beauties of nature...”.
Good design still engages with these issues. Particularly so in the context of the Heritage Lottery Fund’s ‘Parks for People’
restoration and regeneration programme.
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3.
For the purposes of this text, the English Landscape tradition is understood as being the “progress of taste”
associated with Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown and the publication in 1780 of Horace Walpole’s “The History of the Modern
Taste in Gardening”.
4.
Frederick Law Olmsted (1822 - 1903) designed many parks in the USA, including Central Park and Prospect
Park in New York. In 1850 he travelled to England to visit public gardens and was greatly impressed by Joseph Paxton’s
Birkenhead Park (the ﬁrst public park in England), and subsequently published ‘Walks and Talks of an American Farmer in
England’ in 1852. This text references Olmsted’s ‘Public Parks and the Enlargement of Towns’ of 1870.
5.
Staffordshire Record Ofﬁce, Document Reference Number 575: ‘Plan of Estates in the Parishes of West Bromwich,
Handsworth, Harborne, Wednesbury and Aldridge, belonging to the Earl of Dartmouth’ nd [c1840]
6.
Humphrey Repton (1752 - 1818) succeeded ‘Capability’ Brown as head gardener at Hampton Court and was
the ﬁrst to assume the title of landscape gardener. Repton outlined the four principles of landscape gardening as: ‘The
perfection of landscape gardening consists in the four following requisites. First, it must display the natural beauties and
hide the defects of every situation. Secondly, it should give the appearance of extent and freedom by carefully disguising or
hiding the boundary. Thirdly it must studiously conceal every interference of art. Fourthly, all objects of mere convenience
or comfort, if incapable of being made ornamental, or of becoming proper parts of the general scenery, must be removed
or concealed.’
7.

From Thomas Woollaston: ‘Review of Dartmouth Park’ 1889.

8.
Frederick Law Olmsted ‘Public Parks and the Enlargement of Towns’ as read before the American Social Science
Association, at the Lowell Institute, Boston, February 25, 1870
9.
Beyond the 2nd Earl’s support of English landscape painting and his setting out of Sandwell Park, the 3rd Earl was
the ﬁrst President of the (Royal) Horticultural Society, and the 4th Earl was the ﬁrst president of the Birmingham Botanical
and Horticultural Society. Besides Dartmouth Park in West Bromwich, the 5th Earl also ‘created’ a Dartmouth Park in
Morley, West Yorkshire and a Dartmouth Park in Hampstead, London.
10.
John Claudius Loudon (1783 - 1843) was a proliﬁc writer on horticultural and landscape design, and published The
Encyclopaedia of Gardening in 1822 and founded the Gardener’s Magazine in 1826. He was a great advocate of public
parks and published important works on glass houses, architecture, horticulture and agriculture. He also reintroduced into
English landscape gardening aspects of earlier European gardens that had been out of favour in Britain for more than a
century.
Appended Note – The Pythagorean ‘Y’ & the Choice of Hercules
Pythagorean ‘Y’
“Pythagoras of Samos was the ﬁrst to fashion the letter Y into a pattern of human life. The straight portion at the bottom
signiﬁes the ﬁrst, uncertain age, which at that point has been given over to neither vices nor virtues. The bifurcation at the
top, however, begins at adolescence. The path to the right is difﬁcult, but it tends toward a blessed life. The path to the left
is easier, but it leads to ruin and destruction.” [Isidore of Seville c.560-636 CE]
Choice of Hercules

Image 5: The Avenue layout - then and now

Notes
1.
Exsuperius Weston Turnor (1831 - 1909) was a ‘land agent’ or ‘estate agent’, and not a landscape gardener as
stated in the Statutory Historic Environment Designation. He was the son of Michael Turnor, land agent to the Lane family
estate at Abbot’s Bromley, near Rugeley.
2.
John Maclean, landscape gardener of Castle Donington, was born in Scotland about 1833. Although he lists his
occupation as ‘Market Gardener’ in the 1871 Census, in all other Census Returns and Directories he is listed as ‘Landscape
Gardener’.

The earliest source for the story of the Choice of Hercules is the Memorabilia or Memoirs of Socrates, II.1.21-34, by the
Greek historian Xenophon (c428-c354 BC), where it is presented as a summary by Socrates of a lost poem by Prodicus
of Ceos. Hercules, on the verge of manhood, is contemplating his future. Two women appear to him. One, eager and
seductive, shows him a path which seems to offer easy progress to a life of indolent pleasure. ‘My friends’, she says, ‘call
me Happiness (eudaimonia), but to those who hate me I am known as Vice (kakia)’. The second woman, tall and austerely
beautiful, is identiﬁed as Virtue. She warns Hercules that what is truly good can only be obtained though hard effort; only
by following the rougher and steeper path she indicates can Hercules gain supreme glory. Which path Hercules chooses
is not directly stated, but Xenophon’s readers, knowing that Hercules had gained a place in the heavens as a reward for his
many heroic deeds, did not need to be told.
The story became a fairly popular subject for Renaissance and Baroque painters (including Paolo Veronese, Nicholas
Poussin, Peter Paul Rubens, Annibale Caracci and Sebastiano Ricci) and was made accessible to English readers in a
paraphrase by Joseph Addison, published in The Tatler of 22 November 1709. Handel’s one-act dramatic cantata, The
Choice of Hercules, was ﬁrst performed at Covent Garden on 1 March 1751.
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Context and Analysis
Now that an understanding of Dartmouth Park’s historical milieu has been reached the next stage is to assess the sites
current context and contents. This starts with a review of the current layout of the park, which mostly comes from the notes
made in the Conservation Management Plan (CMP) by LDA. Following this a formal assessment process is prepared to help
decide where the pavilion should be located. Finally an analysis of the key constraints / opportunities for the new building
within the park is discussed.
Current Situation
Dartmouth Park sits on the side of a hill that falls from West to East and overlooks Sandwell Valley. The ground undulates as
it falls and was mostly laid out in the typical English Landscape tradition of the time and therefore consists of open grassed
areas and stands/avenues of trees. The park has four entrances accessed from Reform Street, Herbert Street, Dagger Lane
and Sandwell Valley. The main entrance from Reform Street is located on the Western edge of the park and leads through
the entrance area onto the formal avenue. This avenue runs almost directly West to East and is reminiscent of an Italian
formal garden and contains the town’s war memorial half way down its length. To either side of this are the events plateaus,
which are two open ﬂat-grassed areas. To the north of the park is the Dagger Lane entrance that is the terminus of the main
North / South route. To the South and East of the park is the arboretum and dell, which are the quietest areas of the park.
This area has been heavily affected by the building of the new expressway with the Herbert Street entrance being a good
indication of this as a concrete pedestrian bridge is now the only link between the Herbert Street lodge and the rest of park.
The centre of the park contains the concrete foundations of the former bandstand, the grass and tree circle of the former
refreshment room and the new children’s play area. Finally on the East side there is the natural and boating lakes, the former
bowling green and the Sandwell Valley entrance.
Pavilion Location
The question of where the pavilion goes within Dartmouth Park is an extremely important decision. The ﬁrst time we walked
the park after being commissioned it became obvious that there were at least ﬁve possible locations for it. To help decide
the pavilions prime position a matrix was created that questioned all aspects of these locations including orientation, views,
servicing issues, disabled access and surveillance. This matrix was sent to members of the council and the landscape
team, as well as the wider public, and culminated with an evening walk around the park with the Friends Group and local
residents to discuss the merits of each site in situ. The conclusion of this consultation process was that the preferred
position for the pavilion was in the middle of the park, near the end of the main route in.
Park Analysis
There are several important points that need to be considered while designing the pavilion. The ﬁrst is that, due to the
perimeter housing and expressway that form two of the boundaries, the park is very isolated from public view. The only
place where views in from the outside is available are from the Reform Street bridge, which spans the expressway, and even
this is a pretty poor vantage point as only trees and the top of the war memorial can be seen. To help provide attraction
to the park for casual passers by it is important to try and make a part of the structure rise through the trees and therefore
be visible from the road. If done properly this would also help to create a sense of mystery, which would also help bring
visitors in.
The idea of a vertical element to the building helps with a number of other issues. For example the park is not very legible
for new users as there are no landmarks or maps to help guide users. It is very important therefore to create a series
of ‘stepping-stones’ to provide orientation and direction, which is what an obvious part of the pavilion would do. User
feedback about Dartmouth Park also tell us that users often feel vulnerable, especially in the South Western area where
there is very little natural surveillance. As part of the HLF bid there will be a permanent ranger presence to alleviate this but
a building visible from all areas of the park would help reinforce this.
It is also very important that the panorama available at the end of the avenue is re-established, as it was one of the key
design features for the initial layout and has now been lost behind the trees. There are two ways that this can be done, either
the trees are removed or we somehow get above the trees. As having a part of the building coming up through the trees is
desirable anyway then adding a way to enjoy this view, whether from the ground or up in the trees, is the obvious choice.
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Feasibility

Area 1a. New Street Entrance
This entrance was designed to be the main formal entrance to the park. The gates are opposite New Street, which
used to lead into the centre of West Bromwich before the Expressway severed New Street and Reform Street
from the town centre. This had a dramatic effect on the way people approached the park from town and currently,
all trafﬁc moves along Reform Street, running parallel to the park boundary, forcing people to face oblique to their
direction of travel to catch a glimpse of the main entrance to Dartmouth Park. People can therefore walk or drive
past without realising that this is the main entrance of the park due to its current setting.
Outside of the main park entrance, the cross road junction of Reform Street, New Street, Lloyd Street and Seagar
Street can be found. The pavement outside of the entrance is relatively narrow and cluttered with road-side signs
and furniture (e.g. directional signs, zebra crossing lights, cable boxes etc…), creating a potentially dangerous area
for pedestrians especially during events.
The entrance at New Street retains its Victorian arrangement, but has lost much of its detail and quality. It consists
of the original Victorian double vehicular metal gates with matching pedestrian side gates at either side divided by
substantial formal red brick piers with stone coping: the gates are in need of repair and decoration. The four
original lanterns located on the top of each of the piers have been removed, probably during World War II. Leading
from each end of the gated entrance, a low red brick wall with stone coping extends for approximately 10m.
Originally ornate metal railings were located on top of the wall matching the design of the gates, but these have
been lost to the north and a metal hoop-top railing has been constructed on top of the south wall. The brick piers
and low wall to the frontage of this entrance have been reconstructed with modern engineering brick.
Located just inside the entrance is one of the original park lodges. The lodge is currently in good condition and is
well maintained. The lodge is privately owned but Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council have ﬁrst refusal if it is
ever put up for sale. The path leading from the main entrance is 10m wide and links in with the Avenue and War
Memorial continuing the traditional and formal theme of this entrance. Either side of the path are closely mown
lawns with formal, geometric shaped, annual ﬂower beds. The boundary to the north is a row of 2.5m high Leylandii
(that help screen the SMBC depot, area 4) and to the south a mixed line of various evergreen and deciduous shrubs
have been planted framing the areas of lawn and ﬂower beds.

Area 7 Central Core
Historically the hub of the park, it was the location of the Refreshment Rooms, today all that remains is a
horse-shoe shaped ring of lime trees. South of the Refreshment Room location, there is a an area of hard-standing
used as a leaf store. This was the location of the bandstand before it was demolished. All that remains today is the
retaining wall to the south-west of the Central Core area built out of stone and brick with unmanaged shrub
vegetation on top and the concrete stage with arched steps leading to it.
The Central Core consists predominantly of maintained grass with large groups of mature trees, particularly along
the northern half of the area where the ground forms an east/west ridge above the surrounding area. The
concentration of trees and shrub beds along the crest of the ridge separates the northern and southern halves of
the Park.
This area is underused and is key to the future success of the park. Due to its central location and raised ground
levels around the former Refreshment Rooms location, this area can be observed from most areas within the park if
the trees and shrubs were thinned or crown-lifted to allow greater opportunities for views. The previous active use
of the Central Core gave the whole park a sense of vitality, entertainment and an authorised presence to the heart
of the park that is missing.
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Area 8 Dell
The Dell is a small valley, that was previously Coopers Hill House, with a large group of mature trees located within
and around it; during spring there is a display of bluebells. The path structure skirts around the outside of the dell
which means that visitors fail to experience the full character of the woodland. The tarmac paths in this area are in
a reasonable to poor condition and there are no seating areas. To the east of the area a footpath is located along
the park boundary adjacent to the Expressway, but it is very noisy and the close proximity of large dense shrubs
gives a sense of insecurity in this isolated area of the Park recognised for antisocial behaviour.
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Area 1b. Dagger Lane Entrance
The entrance located to the far north of the park off Dagger Lane, was a later addition (OS Plan 1938) but is well
used by local residents living in Hallam. At present the entrance comprises poor quality vertical iron bar gates with
standard supporting brick piers which is further diminished by large vehicular 'no entry' signs on each pier. Leading
from the gate piers in either direction along Dagger Lane is a low brick boundary wall that continues for
approximately 8m to the south and 20m to the north. The wall is approximately 600mm high with former brick
piers reduced level to the lower wall. An established Pyracantha hedge 2m high is located behind the wall, and
beyond this, a metal palisade security railing, which screens views into the site and creates potential uncertainty for
users.
Leading from the gated entrance into the park, is a wide tarmac path with concrete road kerb edging that is
unsympathetic to the character of a park. Equally unsightly are the close board fences along the Southern boundary
with residential properties. The boundary shrubs are evergreen such as Aucuba, Prunus and Ilex but are not
continuous and pruned harshly in response to security complaints from neighbouring residents. Mature limes,
sycamore and beech trees line the edge of the north boundary providing a mature treed landscape to this entrance.
Area 1c. Herbert Street Entrance
This entrance is located to the south-west of the park and is aligned opposite Herbert Street which links to West
Bromwich town centre. The entrance consists of double vehicular gates, with pedestrian gates each side and red
brick piers separating them, in a similar arrangement to New Street entrance. However, the Herbert Street
entrance is of a far higher quality with superior ornamental iron work and moulded/carved stone coping to the tops
of the brick piers. However, the gates and piers are in need of repair. Herbert Street entrance has a low walled
frontage on top of which ornate iron railings were placed to give security to the park boundary, however, these are
now missing. Also missing are the lanterns, which would have been located on the two piers, either side of the
double vehicular gates.
Located just inside the entrance is the second of the two original park lodges which is of a similar vernacular to the
one located at New Street. The lodge appears to be in poor condition but has received some remedial works in
recent years. Currently the lodge is tenanted by an employee of Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council.
This rundown entrance still has a lot of its historic integrity but its setting is severely affected because it is cut off
from the Park by the expressway and the backdrop to the space is the concrete curved ramp of the pedestrian
bridge link. Located either side of a wide path are poorly maintained grass and shrub areas. A line of mature holly
trees are located to the south of the path which block out sunlight to the grass. Close board timber fencing is
located along the park boundary behind.
Understandably, this entrance is underused due to its uncared for appearance, lack of signage and access issues over
the bridge into the rest of the park.

Area 2 Avenue and Memorial
The avenue is aligned east/west from the New Street entrance. It is approximately 130m long with an average path
width of 10m surfaced with tarmac in a good condition. Located approximately a third of the way along the avenue,
from the west, is the First World War Memorial in the form of a cenotaph topped with a bronze winged ﬁgure the
most important historic landmark in the Park. Along each side of the path is an avenue of mature sycamore trees
and a beech hedge, which reinforce the formality of the composition and create an impressive vista when visitors
ﬁrst enter the park from the main entrance. However the beech hedgerow has occasional gaps and chestnut pale
fencing erected in an attempt to prevent further damage, detracts from the order and quality of this imposing space.
Either side of the path are well maintained broad grass verges with formal geometric annual ﬂower beds giving an
added sense of tradition, dignity and history that goes hand in hand with the cenotaph. The eastern avenue lacks an
adequate termination, where there is the remnant foundations of the original drinking
fountain and an uninspiring sloping circular ﬂoral display, which used to be the location of the ﬂoral clock.
This area is well used by park visitors either viewing the ﬂoral displays and cenotaph or as a transition route to gain
access to the rest of the park.

Area 4 S.M.B.C Depot
The depot is located to the west of the park adjacent to the New Street entrance and associated park lodge. This
the old nursery site to where plants were grown for use in park displays each year. The glass houses have now gone
and the space is currently utilised by Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council for their borough-wide park
maintenance team. The depot consists primarily of hard-standing for maintenance vehicles, portakabin ofﬁces, skips
and portable storage containers which are an intrusion on the western edge of the Events Plateau and Avenue. Also
located within the space are two original brick buildings. One is currently used as a mess room for the maintenance
team and the other is utilised for storage, of equipment for events held within the park. An original brick wall linking
with the New Street entrance, approximately 2.5m high, provides part of the boundary to Lloyd Street. A 1m high
palisade railing has been constructed on top of the wall topped with barbed wire to gain additional security. Around
the remaining boundary of this area metal steel palisade railings at 3m high have been built. These railings, along with
the views into the depot, are unsightly and are immediately adjacent to the areas of greatest historic importance in
the Park (New Street Entrance, park lodge, the avenue and war memorial).

Area 5 Northern Slope
This area extends from the Dagger Lane entrance along the eastern boundary of the park to the edge of the
primary path circuit. The area consists of a typical parkland character with expanses of closely maintained grass and
groups of mature trees such as lime, beech and sycamore, particularly along the boundary of the park. The area is
gently sloping to the south. Along the park boundary, typical late Victorian and Edwardian boundary shrubs such as
Aucuba, Prunus and Holly can be found, particularly where the park is adjacent to residential gardens. This area is
used predominantly as a transition space to reach either the events plateau (area 3a) to the south-west, the play
area bowl (Area 6) to the south-east or Dagger Lane entrance to the north (Area 1b).

Area 6 Play Area Bowl
The area consists of typical parkland character with maintained grassland and groups of mature trees such as lime,
beech and sycamore. Within the informal structure of the tree groupings, remnants of tree avenues can be picked
out along existing paths and where paths have been removed. Within the centre of the area the topography creates
a bowl in which lies a new play area for toddler and junior children, on the footprint of the old paddling pools. New
paths linking into the existing path network have been built to give greater access to the new and improved play
facility. A large number of seats, bins and picnic tables are located around the play area. The path which runs along
the west of the area has an ambience reminiscent of a promenade due to the land falling away to the east of the
path allowing views over the play area and east of the park. A line of mature trees to the west of the path combined
with a raised grassed embankment behind, reinforces the formality of the experience: it also provides enclosure and
protection so is a popular place to sit.
In the east opposite the play area, a double gated entrance is situated providing pedestrian and restricted access to
vehicles within the park, such as seasonal ice-cream vans and food vendors. The gates are a simple good quality
vertical metal bar design with red brick supporting piers consistent with the edge and design of this section of
boundary. To the inside of each pier, a stone plaque has been inserted to the wall, one depicting a lion the other a
unicorn referring to King George V 1910-1936. Outside of the gates, a path with concrete kerb edging extends
from the park boundary to Lodge Hill Road. At present, parking occurs on the grass verges along side the path
which has led to bare batches of earth, This area is the most intensely used area of the park due to the recently
upgraded play facilities and topography that allows good natural surveillance.

Arboretum
Area 9a. Northern
Immediately south of the Central Core area (area 7) lies the Arboretum. This area consists of parkland sloping
towards the east. In the centre of the area, open grassland with gentle localized undulation can be found. There are
various deciduous and coniferous mature trees that occasionally frame and block potentially attractive views out
across Dartmouth Park and on towards Sandwell Valley in a northerly and easterly direction. This area has poor
visual connections to the rest of the park and the lack function and management presence has resulted in it being
underused. The pathway running through the area is in a very poor state of repair. There are no seating areas in
this location.
Area 9b. Southern
This area consists of steep easterly sloping parkland. There are two paths that run through it that continue in an
east to west direction traversing up the slope. A primary path runs through the centre of the area and has a treed
avenue along the southern edge of the path, adding an easterly vista towards Sandwell Valley. The secondary path
runs between the primary path and the southern boundary of the park. This path is in poor condition and does not
provide a different experience to the route of the nearby primary path, consequently it is rarely used. Overall the
area is underused for the same reasons as the Northern Arboretum; cruising, crime, poor surveillance, lack of
management presence and access issues.
Area 9c. Expressway Affected
The area affected by the Expressway is located along the boundary of the park to the south-west of the Arboretum.
The boundary of the park is marked by a timber stock fence and a narrow strip of Rhododendrons. There is a path
located adjacent to the boundary which is strongly affected by the sight and sound of the busy Expressway. As with
the path discussed in area 8 adjacent to the Expressway, its close proximity to large dense shrubs leads to perceived
insecurity. There are no seating areas in this location.
To the south of the area, an informal pedestrian access and restricted vehicular maintenance gate is located off the
slip road from the Expressway. A narrow footpath connects the south of Beeches Road, south of Trinity Way.
Opposite the entrance a dense bed of large shrubs enclose this space, making users feel isolated uncomfortable as
they ﬁrst enter the park. To the north of the area is a concrete ramped bridge that links the Herbert Street
entrance (area 1c) with the rest of the Park. The bridge has no sympathy to the historical setting at Herbert Street
entrance and the location of the ramps at either side of the Expressway create awkward, uncomfortable spaces for
park visitors to use. The ramps rise in a circular form to meet the height of the bridge, but do not comply with
current accessibility standards. The area is underused and has a reputation of cruising, crime and poor surveillance.
However, the bridge does provide a platform for panoramic views towards Sandwell Valley and beyond to Barr
Beacon, a landmark in the West Midlands.
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Eastern Parkland
Area 10a. Lake
This area lies to the south-east corner of the park and incorporates a lake that was used for boating. Due to the
underlying sloping topography of the area in an easterly direction, a lake could only be established by building up the
ground level to the south-east of the park boundary. This has resulted in a steep grassed reinforced embankment
along the south and east boundaries of the park. Since the demise of the boathouse, the lake is only used
occasionally for model boating and for feeding the ducks. The concrete edge to the lake is in some need for repair
and attention, but the overall effect of the concrete, particularly located at the top of the embankment, is to create
a sharp, exposed edge to the south-east boundary of the park. Views across the lake to Sandwell Valley should be
an asset to this area although they are spoilt by the 1970's brown and white ﬂat roofed pavilion. To the north-east
of the lake embankment are a series of steps that provide a link between Sandwell Valley Country Park and
Dartmouth Park up the lake dam. The steps are steep and there are some substantial cracks in the structure that
has made the going uneven and potentially dangerous. The entrance is inaccessible for young families with
pushchairs and people using wheelchairs who have to use alternative entrances along the Sandwell Valley boundary
where there is easier access (i.e emergency access at area 12 and play area access at area 6). This area is used in the
majority for walking and cycling but apart from the vast exposed water, there is little else to draw people to this
part of the park. There are limited seating opportunities around the lake with benches in various states of disrepair.
Even though this corner of the park forms the main link between the rural Sandwell Valley Country Park and the
urban Dartmouth
Park, there is no signage to inform park users.
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Events Plateau
Area 3a. North
The northern events plateau is adjacent to the avenue and comprises predominantly ﬂat,
exposed and regularly maintained grass, but the ground is compacted and damaged in places because it is used for
events such as Bonﬁre Night and informal sports. The area is encircled by a tarmac footpath in relatively good
condition with the occasional tree and seat located along its edge. The boundary to the park adjacent to Lloyd
Street is approximately 20m off-set from the road and marked by painted steel palisade fence. The gaps in the
housing line along Lloyd Street occurred when houses were demolished due to slum clearance but the fenceline
marks the original park boundary.
The events area is used by the public for occasional events and informally for sports, as well as quieter uses such as
walking.
Area 3b. South
The land immediately to the south of the avenue comprises predominantly ﬂat, exposed regularly maintained grass,
used for occasional events and sports, encircled by a tarmac footpath with the occasional tree located along its
route. In the west of the area on the principal Park frontage outside the fence, there is an unsightly disused toilet
block and car park needing repair: this park boundary is a harsh steel palisade railing. To the north-west of the car
park, a restricted vehicular access gate is situated to allow vehicles and pedestrians to enter into and out of the park
during large events held on the events plateau. This is surfaced in tarmac and is in need of repair. To the west of the
car park, a grassed embankment rises up to Reform Street, enclosing the car park and toilet block area. The views
of the park for people travelling along Reform Street is that of an unsightly toilet block, security railings and a poorly
maintained car park, with views into the Park largely obscured by trees. During winter though there are glimpsed
views of the Park cenotaph.
This area, in comparison to the north events plateau, is not used as much by passive users, as it has no seating areas
and the paths do not connect into the areas of greater use such as the play area (Area 6) and Dagger Lane entrance
(Area 1b).

Site Context and Analysis

Area 10b. Parkland
This area lies to the west of the lake and consists of typical parkland with grassed open spaces and groups of mature
deciduous trees deﬁning spaces. The grassland however is in a poor condition due to the numbers of Canada geese
fouling and grazing the area. To the south-east of the area, an informal access to the adjacent King George Playing
Fields has been made through the boundary wall and railing, it is marked with timber bollards but is poorly deﬁned.
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Area 11 Natural Pond
The Natural Pond is located to the south of the Central Core area. It is an original feature within Dartmouth Park
but is in need of repair and upgrading. Within the pond are three islands, all of which are covered in evergreen
shrubs and a number of small trees. This vegetation along with perimeter planting blocks views across the water
and beyond creating a visually impenetrable feature of the park.
Similar to the former boating lake, the natural pond is overrun by Canada geese which have caused detriment to the
water quality, ecology, and edge treatment of the pond. The earth banks in certain places have been damaged by the
geese and timber post and mesh fencing with coir rolls have been constructed along the water and bank edges
beside the marginal vegetation to allow the new plants to establish. Unfortunately, these fences have not been well
maintained over time where the mesh has broken away or torn, allowing the geese to enter and damage marginal
areas.
To the west of the pond, an area of wetland is forming due to either a natural spring surfacing or a leaking land
drain. This wetland area has now formed a marshy habitat that is un-maintained and is visually unattractive. Excess
water seeps across the perimeter pond path towards the natural pond creating a slow but constant water channel
across the path and along the pond embankment which needs to be addressed.
Former Bowling Green
This area lies to the north of the former boating lake and consists of a sunken grassed area surrounded by mature
lime and sycamore trees and a hedge of holly and hawthorn along the embanked edges. To the south of the area lies
an expanse of hard-standing which was the location of the boat house and bowling green pavilion. A small number
of steps provide access from the hard-standing to the sunken grass. Presently the grass area is devoid of any formal
activity, but younger park visitors use the ﬂat ground as a space for playing informal cricket or football. The
surrounding vegetation means that there is little or no natural surveillance into or out of the area.
To the north-east of the area, is an emergency vehicle access. This access can be used by pedestrians and cyclists
who use the shallow gradient path from the pavilion car park into the park rather than climbing the steps but it is
not signposted as such.
Area east of lake: Pavilion/Car Park - Mixed Use
This area lies outside of the park boundary to the east of the former boating lake. The area comprises of activities
that were located within Dartmouth Park before the construction of Expressway. These activities comprise a
pavilion, tennis courts, a crazy golf course and a car park. The tarmac car park is directly east of the stepped
entrance by the lake and is in poor condition. The pavilion is typical of 1970s architecture made of brick with timber
cladding. The pavilion is in need of maintenance and interrupts the green space relationship between the Park and
Sandwell Valley. The pavilion is located in the centre of the space and serves the King George Playing Fields to the
south. The tennis court surface is in need of repair. The crazy golf course is functional but is in need of updating and
repair.
The approach along Lodge Hill Road is bounded by the railings and trees with limited views into the Park. This is
broken by the pavilion architecture, the adjacent expanse of car park and steep grass embankment to the former
boating lake with the unwelcoming uneven steps. The legibility of this space is poor with a lack of directional and
entrance signage. This space does not invite and direct people into Dartmouth Park, or offer good physical links
between Sandwell Valley Country Park and Dartmouth Park.

Diagram 3: Dartmouth Park Zones and Analysis
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Diagram 2: Dartmouth Park Site Plan and Aerial Photo
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Building Brief
The ﬁnal part of the feasibility study is a study of the building brief incorporating all elements of the building design. This will
include an interrogation of the formal brief, suggestions for other uses / activities that could take place, looking at relevant
precedents as well as providing an overview of the other factors that will affect the pavilion design.
Accommodation Schedule
There are two elements to consider here. The ﬁrst is the functional requirement that talks about accommodation area, users
and connections. The second element brings in the idea of delight and user enjoyment of the building. Both of these are
important and shall be considered.
Functional Requirement
It was necessary to question what was included within the brief to get an understanding of who would be using the building
and how. We have analysed the accommodation based on what the basic user needs where, such as toilets and security,
as well as things that would bring more visitors in. When doing this we also needed to consider if there are any other similar
amenities outside the park that could be used instead.
Based upon these investigations, the initial consultation ﬁndings and extensive discussions with SMBC we have now
produced a basic schedule of accommodation. This schedule is the base from which the building starts and it is assumed
that other elements will be included, such as a viewing tower / platform for example.
Finally we know that the pavilion will contain one full time park manager and two rangers. Currently there is no provision for
anyone to run the snack bar or provide reception services. It is also likely that there will be times during the day when the
manager and rangers will be outside. These are issues which obviously greatly affect the pavilion’s design because it will be
a much different building if it is to be permanently staffed during opening hours or something that is only partially open.
Delight
It is very easy when reviewing the functionality of a building to forget design aspirations. These are summed up in the original
building brief when it explains that we need to ‘create a light, airy and welcoming building; forming a ﬁtting base from which
the park is managed, enlivened its immediate setting an creating a real sense of place, emphasising the importance of
this central meeting point in the park’. It also says that ‘the building should be sustainable in the widest sense; be robust
and resistant to vandalism without becoming fortress-like’ as well as ﬁnally stating that ‘a high level of architectural quality
is important but the architectural and technical solution will have to reﬂect functionality and practicality. Ideally SMBC is
looking to commission a building that is in all ways unique, but fully complacent with operation and maintenance’.

Pavilion Brief
a) Entrance Area
comprises two main parts
1. Lobby area

10m2

initial entrance into building out of which the events room, manager/ranger ofﬁce and toilets can be accessed.
contains display material about park and events as well as other attractions in the area.
also contains display area for tourist goods such as books on the history of the park, stationary, seeds, etc. (National
Trust)
2. Snack Bar Servery and Reception

18m2

Snack bar selling sandwiches, coffees and teas, cream teas and cakes, cans of drink, ice cream, etc.
The snack bar would also double as a reception desk with the person running the café also giving out information and
organising bookings.
Would the friends group help with this?
This area would also have an exit out onto the terrace as well as access into the staff room and service yard.
To include dry store for shop and snack bar that includes lockable cupboard / safe.
c) Public Lavatories

35m2

Male
– 1 Toilet, 2 Urinals, 2 Hand Basins
Female – 3 Toilets, 3 Hand Basins
Disabled Unisex Toilet
Baby Change Area / Room
Cleaners Store with Belfast Sink
d) Park Managers Ofﬁce

15m2

Suitable for three staff – two park rangers and the park manager.
Hours per day each member of staff likely to be in ofﬁce:
Park Manager – 4 out of 8 hours
Senior Ranger – 3 out of 8 hours
Standard Ranger – 1 out of 8 hours
Rangers jobs include assisting in park management, organising and supervising educational visits, advising on and assisting
with production of interpretative materials, providing advice and info directly to visitors through talks, lectures, guided walks
etc. as well as helping with organisation and promotion of shows / events.
Park manager has own desk with rangers sharing one desk.
Should have direct access to outside through storage area for coats and boots (could be through staff room) as well as
entrance through main lobby area.
Needs access to staff room.
e) Staff Room

12m2

Contains refrigerator/freezer for snack bar as well as sink, small refrigerator, microwave etc. for staff use.
Unisex wheelchair accessible staff toilet.
Also acts as ﬁrst aid room.
Might also need seating for staff to sit down and eat.
Users will be park manager, rangers, and receptionist but may also include park maintenance staff.
Area for storage of boots/coats etc.
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60m2

Maximum capacity likely to be 30 - 35 children and up to 8 adults (about 40 people).
Children though will come in, drop bags and go out into park, come back for lunch, eat it in room and then go back out
again.
Will be used for staff training.
Can also be used for staff training, friends group meetings, model boat club meetings and other park groups. Somebody
to open up though will be required. (park gates locked?)
To include ﬂipchart, widescreen tv/video, ohp, laptop and computer facilities, screen, slide projector and induction loop
system.
g) 2x Storage Rooms

15m2

�������� ������

Bryant Priest Newman
Architects

Storage for furniture and other materials/equipment including a sink.
h) Café Terrace

���� �������
� �����

45m2

To provide outdoor seating for about 35 people with up to half being covered with capability of expansion into more informal
seating.
j) Service Yard

12m2
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165m2
182m2
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Bin stores, etc.
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Accessibility and Servicing
As the building is likely to be placed with the central area of the park these issues are quite important. As far as accessibility
is concerned a full disabled access study was carried out for the CMP. This shows that it will be quite easy for disabled
users to access the building from both the Reform Street and Dagger Lane entrances, if the pavilion is in the centre. This
works quite well as it is anticipated that there will be a disabled car park on the former depot site next to the main entrance.
It has also been suggested that a shopmobility type scheme could be run from this car park as electric wheelchairs can
access all areas of the park. The building will also need to be accessed by some goods delivery vehicles but this is going
to be minimal as much of the snack bar’s stock is being supplied by nearby Sandwell Valley Park Farm.
Building services though are a little more difﬁcult. Although the old refreshment rooms had connections to water, sewage
and electricity, these are either no longer present or not suitable. There are some electricity boxes along the edge of the
events plateau but they have now been tested and been found to be inoperative so we must therefore look at getting a
connection from the street. There is an existing water supply into the play area which we may be able to tap into if the water
pressure is ok but again we may need to connect from the street. For the sewage we will look at ways of minimising waste
(please see alternative design section) but we will also need to include a septic tank.
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The use of water for ﬂushing can be further economised by the rise of ‘waterless’ urinals and vacuum toilet pans
similar to that used on ships and aircraft.

We have commissioned Bennett Williams Ltd as consultants to advise us on making the building sustainable as well as on
its services requirements and Complete Design Partnership Ltd (CDP) to advise on the pavilions structure. We have asked
both to produce a synopsis of the site and how this will inﬂuence the design.

Consideration could also be given to the treatment of efﬂuent through reed beds that are small ‘Ecosystems’ using
plants and gravel ﬁlter systems to treat grey water before.

Sustainability

Water is an energy intensive resource and water conservation should be high on the list of priorities.

One of the key requirements for the building in the brief is that it has a sustainable agenda and it may be that the pavilion
may become an ‘environmental showcase’, again adding another attraction to the park. To achieve this we have to look at
aspects of building design and available technologies. It is with this in mind that Bennett Williams produced the following
report to provide a summary of our options.

Rainwater harvesting systems collect rainwater from the roof and store it in a tank underground. This can be part of a SUD
(see below) and the water can be ﬁltered and sterilized and pumped back into the building to serve the W.C.’s rather than
using raw mains water.

Introduction
With the anticipated reduction of fossil fuels and the introduction of government legislation to reduce carbon emissions
from buildings to counter global warming, there is a need to embrace and adapt the available technologies in respect of fuel
economy, reduction in fossil fuel usage and reliance on externally sourced energy supplies to reduce building energy and
utility costs and provide a worthwhile reduction in the overall carbon footprint for buildings.
This overview is intended to review the available technologies and materials for use in buildings and assess their adaptability
and cost in respect of pay back and overall usefulness in the built environment.
Energy Conservation

The use of water inside should be restricted. Water supplies to wash hand basins should be restricted with automatic ﬂow
restrictors to limit the ﬂow rate from taps. Automatic shut off valves should be ﬁtted to stop the abuse of water outlets. The
Kitchen should have a separate shut off valve and meter to monitor use.
Domestic Hot Water
The hot water use may be higher than in normal circumstances when the Visitors Centre is fully occupied, but may go for
long periods when hot water is not needed. The use of a roof mounted solar thermal collector should be considered as a
signiﬁcant contribution to reducing the energy used for heating domestic hot water.
This system captures solar energy by using black tubes to absorb radiation and heat a closed circuit of water that passes
through them. This warmed water then pre-heaters the cold water entering a hot water storage cylinder.

The aim in assessing any building project and its suitability for installation of ‘green’ technology is to reduce the
energy required to power/heat (cool)/ventilate/light the building at the outset. This will enable the renewable energy targets
to be met more readily.

Again, the water use should be restricted by automatic ﬂow control valves an auto shut off valves.

Technologies are continually evolving to minimise the energy required within buildings. Some of the technologies
and techniques currently available are as follows:-

On new buildings by effective use of the design of the structure and window placement the reliance on artiﬁcial lighting can
be considerably reduced. During hours of daylight. Since lighting is a substantial part of a buildings energy consumption
this can be a signiﬁcant saving to the energy bill.

Daylight

Natural Ventilation
Two aspects of environmental control are required to buildings, one is the control of temperature within the space to
provide an adequate and comfortable working environment for the occupants within the building. The other is provision
of a suitable fresh air supply. Whilst generally it is understood that bringing fresh air into the building will have a cooling
effect, the requirement for cooling during the summer months, when the air temperature is high cannot always provide the
necessary cooling effect to provide comfortable temperatures for the occupants of the building.
Buildings are required to be designed such that windows can be opened and natural air paths can be established in order
to draw air through the building. To do so will reduce the reliance on mechanical cooling to a considerable degree. So
called mixed mode cooling systems can be used where the acceptable temperature within the space under natural means
is raised by 2-3°C following which mechanical cooling begins to cool the spaces. Thus reducing reliance on plant size and
energy consumption. This cooling effect can be further enhanced by free cooling where air is passed through the building
during the evening and night effectively cooling the structure down. This technique requires the building to be of masonry
construction (ie. thermally heavy weight) in order to retain some of the cooling energy for dissipation during the day. This
cooling effect can be further enhanced by the use of phase change materials which are chemically enhanced building
materials in order to further reduce the effects of the heat of the sun, together with ducted precast concrete solutions such
as Thermodeck.
The effects of solar gain should also be reduced by solar shading to the external facades particularly where these are south
facing. In this respect the building orientation is critical.
Water Conservation
The conservation of water will be increasingly important during the forthcoming years. Our reliance on water
and cleanliness has increased over time and this can no longer be considered to be a cheap and plentiful supply. It must
therefore be considered that water conservation is a priority in any new building. Clearly water saving devices are on the
market urinal controls etc, but the distribution of water within buildings needs to be reconsidered to make use of waste
water. Collection of rain water must be strongly considered as part of any new scheme in order to provide water for toilet
ﬂushing etc.

To provide savings the building position needs to be analysed against the site sun path but adequate measures need to be
in place to minimise glare from low sun angles.
Lighting Control
Lighting is one of the primary sources of energy usage and wastage within buildings. Whilst lighting control is a necessity it
should not impose upon the user restrictive practices. It should therefore be considered that occupancy control of lighting
is a necessity and solar control of lighting where external light is available also considered. Such systems can reduce the
overall lighting electrical consumption by 40%.
Waste Management
Whilst not strictly related to building services the waste management of any new build should be strongly considered in
order that the occupants within may be exposed to recycling particularly of paper. This is often problematic to smaller users
but in all applications does become commercially viable. The conservation of paper will create an entire ethos across the
building of energy efﬁciency and it is something that must be encouraged.
Building Orientation
Although some of the available technologies for renewables may be cost prohibitive at present it may, in the case of new
build projects consider orientation such that such technologies, ie. photovoltaics, may be adopted at some future date
when/if they become more cost effective.
Renewable Energy Sources
There are abundant amounts of energy to be harnessed from renewable sources such as wind, sun and geothermal energy.
The challenge is to harness these sources of energy into a usable form in convenient amounts to be used within buildings.
Clearly as government pressure increases and the availability of fossil fuels reduces further, hence costing more, the
impetus will be greater. At this present time the following are some of the available resources for harnessing the natural
energy available.
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Wind Power

Summary

Wind turbines are available in a variety of sizes from devices which aim purely at the domestic market providing few watts
of power to devices which are clearly more commercial in nature providing many hundreds of kW’s. With a development
such as the Visitors Centre the issues are ﬁrstly one of available and consistent wind power, which in the winter seems to
be a prevailing wind across the site, and whether this can be harnessed both commercially (and aesthetically) in sufﬁcient
quantities to provide a contribution to the overall energy balance of the building. Our view is that in any technology a
signiﬁcant contribution needs to be provided to the building in order to make a viable statement.
Solar Energy

A starting point for any new building is to reduce the reliance on any energy source to be bought or produced within the
building. To this end we would hope to inﬂuence the design of any new structure to embrace the following:-

Solar power can be split into two distinct categories, one where the power of the sun is harnessed and in the form of
chemical reaction converted to electrical energy, the other where the heat from the sun is collected and directly heats a
water source.
Photovoltaics - Whilst producing electricity from the sun’s power is clearly a desirable option, technology is still evolving
in this regard and the photovoltaic systems tend to offer little in the way of affordable payback for the beneﬁt gained at
present. Again aesthetic appearance comes into play with whole rooms being dedicated to solar collection in this regard.
The solar collection requires approximately 8m2 of material to produce 1kW of electricity. It can therefore be seen buildings
with a relatively small roof area, little opportunity exists for production of electrical energy in this way.
Solar Heating - An alternative method of collecting solar energy is to heat (or pre-heat) hot water systems. At present this
is a relatively simple method of harnessing the sun’s power to provide energy into domestic hot water systems by utilising
the use of solar collectors.
Geothermal Energy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural ventilation
Night time cooling of the structure by improvement of thermal mass
Phase change materials
Mixed mode ventilation/cooling
Use of daylight
Lighting and energy control
Selection of materials to improve ‘U’ values in all building elements

Once these measures are at their economic maximum consideration can then be taken on board in respect of how each
of the systems required within the building can be powered. From a cost effectiveness point of view the following should
be undertaken as a matter of course.
•
•
•
•

Reduction of water usage for ﬂushing etc.
Collection and distribution of grey water and rain water
Solar heating to domestic hot water systems
Waste management generally

In respect of environmental temperature control and small power the use of combined heat and power systems can be
considered but with maximum efﬁciencies for the systems requiring constant heat source throughout the year.

The core of the earth provides a constant temperature heat source for energy extraction. The core is a constant 12°C and
by use of refrigerant based heat pumps can be extracted in a usable form for both heating and cooling of buildings. Ground
source water heat pumps as they are known, require the construction of either mats which extend over a vast area or bore
holes to be constructed through which water solutions are pumped, extracting heat at 12°C or rejecting heat into the core
dependant upon the cycle of the overall system.
The space heating must provide suitable temperatures for a variety of activities, both sedentary and active and with high
and low levels of occupancy. Some rooms may be occupied every day, others not. The heating system will have to cater
for all these circumstances in the most efﬁcient manner possible.

Wind power is certainly an option although this often creates difﬁculties with planners although in the location of The
Visitors Centre with the possibility for little residential objection it is worth investigating this area of power further.

There are a number of systems available to provide heating:

CDP Text.

•
•
•
•

Materials and Construction

Conventional gas ﬁred boiler and wet heating system.
Electric heating.
Biomass boiler and wet heating system.
Ground source heat pump.

With the possibility of grants becoming increasingly available to commercial enterprises for the adoption of energy efﬁciency
and renewable technologies any of the foregoing energy and fuel economy techniques can be considered and these
possibilities will be investigated further.
Structure

The ground source heat pump (GSHP) produces low grade heat that is best utilised by underﬂoor heating. This method of
heating is not quick to react to changing occupancy levels and takes 3 to 4 hours in general to reach normal occupancy
temperatures from cold. However, it is very efﬁcient when providing a background heating to, say, 15oC, as it can be set
to operate continuously at a low level.
A biomass boiler can be seen as a ‘carbon neutral’ system if it is assumed that all the carbon emission from the biomass
burned is absorbed by new fuels being grown. The biomass fuel requires a large storage area, but is otherwise the same to
operate as a gas ﬁred system. The hot water produced can be fed to underﬂoor heating systems as well as conventional
radiators.
Electric heating is not a low carbon method of heating, unless the electricity is generated by a combined heat and power
system and hence is not considered further here.
A conventional gas ﬁred system in conjunction with a highly insulated and airtight building can be very efﬁcient and very
ﬂexible with the right controls and should not be discounted.
We recommend that ground source heat pumps and biomass boilers should be considered in more detail. They will cost
more to install than a conventional system, but will have lower running costs.
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Design Precedents
Before moving on to the design stage of the pavilion it is important to examine a series of precedents. These help us to
question a lot of aspects of the new building. For example we know that there is a desire for the building to be iconic and
to provide a strong statement for the park but what does this mean or involve? We have collated these precedents through
a series of questions (see Image xxx) but a summary of these follows here.
Building Interaction With Site
The favoured sites are situated on sloping ground and have quite dense tree cover. In this situation full foundations would
not be desirable due to the effect they would have on the tree routes. Another issue is that we are keen to reinstate a number
of key views that were available from central North/South route through the site. As we don’t really want to lose trees in
the park the obvious solution is to view over the top. An obvious solution to this is a building on stilts that can provide the
height while lightly touching the ground. A very speciﬁc example of this is the treehouse where the building nestles within
the tree canopy.
Public Interaction
It is important that the way that the park users interact with the building be investigated. We are keen to make the pavilion
an attraction in its own right within the park so the way that it is used is very important. There were two strands to this. The
ﬁrst was the idea that it could be about a promenade, a stroll through the building to a ﬁnal end point, which would probably
be the view over the trees. The promenade would provide the connection between the other building elements as well as
offering other key views into the park. The walk could also contain a narrative and a series of activities or interactions. This
can also be taken a stage further in that parts of the building, such as the roof, could be designed as a landscape garden
or play area.
Building Form
If the building is to be iconic then the look of the pavilion is very important. An easy way of accomplishing this is to use a
very sculptural form. It is very easy to create an abstract form but much more difﬁcult to produce one that is relevant. To
do this we need to either design something that interacts with the location in some way or takes its form, however abstract
that may be, from the surroundings, whether that is a seedpod, leaf or ﬂower for example.
Functionv
Currently we understand the basic idea functions in the pavilion but there is opportunity for many more. This is very
important because the greater variety of reasons to visit the pavilion will obviously increase the number and diversity of
users in the park. The three main additional functions imagined at the moment for the building are education, performance
space and viewing tower. As well as the pavilion having an education space, which is part of the events room, it could also
be possible for it to be educational as an object. For example it could be designed so that it utilised a very wide range
of environmentally friendly technologies, which are then used as a teaching tool. A performance space is required in the
park, which could be incorporated as part of the pavilion, and a viewing tower would also be an attraction. It may even be
possible to make some elements mobile such as the performance space so that events could take place in other areas of
the park.
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how could the building be fun?

could the design be much
more about a sculptural
form that nestles within
the landscape but perhaps
is also brought to life by the
landscape, or the changing
of the seasons or could it
actually be brought to life
by rainfall?
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natural

sandwell valley has a reputation for providing education as well as
enjoyment so is it possible that the pavilion could do the same? so could
the pavilion be the educational tool and be about the way it is built or
the way that it produces energy for example?

building as education?

as the pavilion is going to be set within trees then couldn’t we design
it so that either a part or all of it is built into the treetops?

building as treehouse?

Dartmouth Park Pavilion | West Bromwich | For SMBC

could we include the proposed performance space within the pavilion building.? this would
mean that the space would not just be about performance but could be used for education
and outdoor meetings during the summer and could also be a part of the cafe terrace.

could the building incorporate the performance space?

some or all of these ideas could
become part of the ﬁnal scheme
but what haven’t we thought
of? your suggestions are very
welcome!!

• building as education?

• building as promenade?

• building as viewing tower?

• building as treehouse?

• building as sculpture?

what else could the building be about?

• could the building incorporate the
performance space?

• could we build on stilts?

• could parts of the building move
round the park?

• how could the building be fun?

to this end we have started to look at
the other possibilities for the building
and have started to ask questions such
as:

we do not want to lose many trees in the park so how can we get views out across towards
barr beacon and across to the valley? the easiest way would be to build a viewing tower. this
could be done by getting viewers to the view or by bringing the view to the viewer!

building as viewing tower?
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we consider this to be only the starting
point of what the pavilion could be and
that it should be a destination in its
own right.

• a snack bar and terrace
• ranger station
• education / events room
• toilets

we now have a basic brief for the
building which is:

could we design so that pavilion becomes another walk
through the park? this could give the opportunity to enjoy the
site as a panorama or as a vertical walk up into the treetops!

building as promenade?

as

could we design the building
to mirror a natural form
within the park? any natural
could be used from seed
pods and leaves to birds
nests and beehives!

building
form?

0121 233 1818
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building as sculpture?

this is a mobile bandstand that sits on the seafront at brighton and is moved around
as required. could dartmouth park have similar things that could move round the
park as required?

could parts of the building move round the park?

there are a number of ways that this
could be done but perhaps one of the
best would be to make it robust enough
to be played on and therefore make it an
extension of the play area.

if we are to locate this building within quite dense wooded
areas how can we construct without killing the trees when we
lay foundations? one answer is to only touch the ground very
lightly by supporting the pavilion on stilts!

could we build on stilts?
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Costs and Risk Assessment

Feasibility

Costs and Risk Assessment
The ﬁnal part of the report gives a basic summary of the approximate costs for the project as well as assessing the potential
risks on the project.
Cost Summary
For this scheme we are using Paul Mantle Partnership as our Quantity Surveyors. They have carried out an initial assessment
of the sites involved and have suggested that as a rough guide the build cost would be about £1,500 to £2,000 per square
metre. So, based upon our basic accommodation schedule and an average cost of £1,750 / sqm, the pavilion would be
about £315,000 to construct. This would only be the very basic accommodation and does not allow for any ‘extras’ such
as viewing towers or performance spaces.
There would also be a cost implication for building in the centre of the site rather than on the site edge (site A). It is
anticipated that building on sites B and F would cost about £70,000 more than site A and site C £50,000 more. This ﬁgure
takes into account the need to bring in services, the installation of an efﬂuent tank, making good any damage to the access
and the general difﬁculty of building in the proposed locations.
Risk Assessment
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